Abstract
For over two decades, carbon nanotubes have been pointed as good candidates for the next generation of electronic devices and devices for energy-harvesting. The isolation of single species of carbon nanotubes has been, however, the bottom-neck limiting their efficient application to technology. A solution for this bottom-neck would be not to focus solely on isolated species but also on what can be done with bundles of carbon nanotubes of different species. In this talk, it will be discussed some recent achievements in which allotropic transformation through solid-state re-engineering of -$sp^2$-carbon is applied to controllably transform bundles of single-walled carbon nanotubes into different carbon materials as multi-walled carbon nanotubes and graphene nanoribbons. It will also be discussed the use of such bundles to efficiently produce carbon nanotube network-silicon oxide non-volatile Switches, which represents a great advance on the search for smart solutions in modern technologies involving integrated devices.
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